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OPPOSITES REPULSE IN COSMIC ANTI-LOVE STORY 

Self-Published Science Fiction Adventure Plays With Love Tropes . . . Kinda 
 

[Wetaskiwin, Alberta – 2 April 2024] All Junior Reclamation Agent Stuart Bode wants is a promotion, 

a private office, and to be left in peace. When his boss offers him a professional bump in exchange for 

tracking down a stolen freighter and recovering its cargo, Stuart accepts immediately, only to discover 

that the freighter was stolen by his boss’ wife, Janna. She wants to see the stars; he just wants to hide in 

his new office. Though their journey into the known universe is just beginning, it’s shaping up to be 

one hell of a ride.  

 

Into the Known Universe: A Cosmic Love Story, Kinda by James R.D. Hilton is a humourous science 

fiction adventure that takes its cues from Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy and Discworld. Its odd-

couple characters are about as opposite as it gets, serving to subvert love tropes and conventions. For 

Janna, the universe is a playground of anarchic opportunities; for Stuart it’s a nightmare realm where 

anything could kill him or worse—engage him in conversation. They’re forced to rely on one another 

for survival as they navigate a universe filled with space pirates, alien crab monsters, killer robots, and 

asteroid worms. Any other pairing might learn to overcome their differences and fall madly in love, but 

these two would be lucky to fall in like.  

 

Into the Known Universe: A Cosmic Love Story, Kinda by James R.D. Hilton, produced by 

FriesenPress, is available now through the FriesenPress Bookstore, Amazon, Indigo, and Barnes and 

Noble. The eBook is available for Kindle, Apple Books, Kobo, Nook, and Google Play. 

 

Readers can subscribe to a free monthly newsletter on the author’s website, www.jamesrdhilton.ca, to 

receive a free sample chapter, as well as be first in line for exclusive short stories, writing updates, and 

more. James R.D. Hilton also hosts a blog on the site that he updates every Monday.  

 

About the Author 

James R.D. Hilton is a self-published author, a sci-fi enthusiast, and a not-so-closeted Trekkie. He 

writes the sorts of stories he always wanted to read, and is now eager to share his debut adventure with 

the universe. His previous writing credits include several short stories published in Pulp Kings 

Magazine, where the Known Universe was born.  
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